Association study between methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase polymorphisms and unexplained recurrent pregnancy loss: a meta-analysis.
Recurrent pregnancy loss is an important clinical problem. Recently, high-level homocysteine in blood has been considered as a possible cause. Genetic polymorphisms in methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) have been proved to be the common hereditary factors of high-level homocysteine. The association between MTHFR polymorphisms and unexplained recurrent pregnancy loss (URPL) has been reported but with controversial results. The purpose of present study is to collect and analyze published available data, and evaluate the association between MTHFR polymorphisms and URPL. A meta-analysis was performed to examine the association between MTHFR polymorphisms (C677T and A1298C) and URPL. Odds ratio (OR) and its 95% confidence interval (CI) were used in each study of genotype and allele contrast. MTHFR C677T: The analysis included 3559 URPL cases and 5097 healthy controls. Overall random-effects odds ratios (ORs) were 1.68 (95% CI, 1.32-2.13; P<0.0001) for TT versus total genotypes, 1.35 (95% CI, 1.04-1.76; P=0.0224) for TT and CT genotype combined versus total genotypes and 1.34 (95%CI, 1.13-1.58; P<0.0001) for T versus total alleles. Although significant heterogeneity was found in C677T, it became weaker in the East Asian subgroup and the mixed subgroup when separated by ethnic subgroups. The results showed significant association between MTHFR C677T and URPL in the East Asian subgroup (ORs 2.11 for TT versus total genotype (P=0.0004) and 1.53 for T versus total alleles (P<0.0001)) and in the mixed subgroup (ORs 3.47 for TT versus total genotypes (P<0.0001) and 1.80 for T versus total alleles (P<0.027)), but not in Caucasian subgroup. MTHFR A1298C: The study involved 1163 URPL cases and 1061 healthy controls. Overall random-effects odds ratios (ORs) were 1.37 (95% CI, 0.71-2.67; P=0.3456) for CC versus total genotypes, 1.16 (95%CI, 0.98-1.38; P=0.0833) for CC+AC versus total genotypes and 1.04 (95%CI, 0.84-1.29; P=0.7112) for C versus total alleles. No significant association between MTHFR A1298C polymorphism and URPL was found. These results indicate a significant association between MTHFR C677T mutation and URPL in the East Asian subgroup and mixed subgroup, but no significance in MTHFR A1298C mutation.